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The focus for Information Technology focus shifted from a reactive utility to proactively managing 
technology and services as a collaborative, strategic partner for teaching and learning, functional offices 
and senior administration.  Our vision continues as we build and maintain a high trust relationship with 
those we serve by providing excellent service while fostering understanding and support for necessary 
resources so technology funding is seen as a common good.  Finally, our desire remains to serve as a 
catalyst and innovation engine with technology to enhance student learning, fostering student and 
institutional success while risk identification, threat avoidance and mitigation efforts are actively pursued. 
The organization desires to be best positioned within the institution so as to engage the campus leadership 
team by listening and raising awareness of how technology can assist individual members. 
 
Georgia College is engaged in the strategic planning process and until a new technology plan emerges, 
the existing Technology Strategic Plan, though substantially complete, still informs the actions and 
directions for Information Technology.  Six goals formed the basis of the Technology Strategic Plan.   
 

• Provide for innovative technologies that measurably enable, enhance, and transform teaching, 
learning, and research.  

• Employ technology as a tool to enable continuous improvement in communications, in 
collaborations, in efficiencies, and in services that enhance the quality of campus life.  

• Facilitate the development and analysis of high quality data repositories and other digital 
resources that are secure, accessible, reliable, and recoverable.  

• Select, implement, and manage technology resources and services maximizing efficiency and 
effectiveness while managing costs and lowering environmental impact.  

• Provide for high quality constituent-centric support and services that are continuously improved 
based on measures of output and performance.  

• Enable transparent, collaborative, and data-informed planning and decision-making that address 
current needs and are positioned to meet the challenges of the future.  

 
The completed goals for 2015-16 are as follows.  
 

• Innovative technologies manifest itself this past year by Information Technology’s involvement 
in implementing multiple student success related applications including Grades First, Campus 
Scheduler, EAB, Banner Mobile, and in-house development of IRB and University Senate 
support applications.   

• For the communications goal, a push communications feature was added to Unify and now is 
heavily used to share announcements.  In addition, WebEx teleconferencing has been well 
embraced with over 3600 conferencing hours in support of teaching and learning as well as 
administration processes.   

• IT built new data repositories for Institutional Research in support of the goal for quality data 
repositories and digital resources.  Staff have updated Oracle database versions, plus is actively 
building off-site data repositories with on-deck disaster recovery and business continuity 
infrastructure to ensure institutional data is safe and secure.   

• Every campus department completed a departmental security plan with every employee signing a 
non-disclosure and security awareness document. Participation percentage in mandatory security 
training is one of the highest in the system at nearly 95% completion.   

• The efficiency goal manifests itself in the use of virtual desktops and applications including 
DocuSign for digital signatures as well as the introduction of LANDesk fostering large 
automation efficiencies and time savings for traditional PC related end-user support.   



• Our high quality support goal is being realized as the annual ECAR faculty and student survey is 
returning support satisfaction numbers far above the industry norm percentages for good and 
excellent ratings.  

• Our final goal is being realized in our IT advisory committee accomplishments as well as recent 
efforts in building shared governance for campus security related infrastructure.   

• IT also saw the retirement of Dr. Howard Woodard our Associate CIO for Academic 
Technologies.  During his tenue in IT, Dr. Woodard made a lasting and impressive imprint as his 
accomplishments will continue to be enjoyed by Georgia College faculty, staff and students. His 
strategic work in discovering, implementing, and integrating new technologies and processes as 
well as his idea generation and supportive actions remain treasured memories for the Chief 
Information Officer.   

 
Goals for 2016-17 

Looking ahead, the goals for the coming year are as follows: 

• Increase our security posture by ensuring a clean external critical systems review audit, 
improving data traffic monitoring, adding additional personal information scanning tools, 
improve user training and improving the institutional response to USG’s Information Security 
Progress Report submitted twice yearly. 

• Install, test Banner 9 and begin an implementation rollout in support of Enrollment Management, 
upgrade DegreeWorks software to latest version and ensure high availability, upgrade Xtender 
Document Management to new versions and build archiving capabilities, continue work on 
workflow. 

• Gain efficiencies by upgrading existing systems such as Unify, streamlining password resets with 
upgraded user functionality and mobile support, implement digital signature capabilities replacing 
manual approval processes, build new infrastructure and staffing in support of campus Web 
efforts. 

• Deliver, off-campus business continuity for Banner and related critical systems, continue to 
upgrade data center functionality increasing redundancy and high availability, redevelop backup 
and archive strategy, begin integration of cloud infrastructure as a service into local technology 
management structures. 

• Rebuild both wired and wireless campus network increasing user satisfaction, building high 
availability and the ability to support the density of use within campus buildings.  Begin design 
process for upgrading outside wireless coverage with density support for front quad and fountain 
areas. 

• Continue staff development efforts to increase knowledge and integration of new technologies, 
increase management efficiencies, add requested end-user features, and build stronger team focus 
and high staff satisfaction to reduce turnover. 

Conclusion 

Information Technology would like to share a heartfelt thank you to the Senior Administration of Georgia 
College for their continued support of information technology efforts.  This support continues to manifest 
itself in actions, words and thoughts. For this, we, the staff of Information Technology, are extremely 
grateful and honored.   IT strives to be a strategic partner and enabler for the campus in achieving our 
collective vision to become a nationally, recognized, preeminent public liberal arts institution.  The 
accomplishments listed in this report hopefully, reflect our commitment to service and to Georgia 
College. The future is bright and the IT staff look forward to assisting and to further serving our 
administration, faculty, staff and students as we work collaboratively in achieving excellence. 


